Adsorption-induced asymmetric assembly from an achiral adsorbate.
Symmetry breaking in the self-assembled monolayer (SAM) structure of 1-octadecanol on highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) is observed. Due to the slight mismatch of the octadecanol molecule with the graphite lattice, the alkane chain undergoes distortion upon adsorption on the surface. The asymmetric distortion of the octadecanol SAM unit cell pair is observed by scanning tunneling microscopy at the liquid/solid interface. Asymmetric distortion is due to the requirement for planarity of the hydrogen bond connecting the two octadecanol molecules in the chevron-shaped unit cell. This very simple structure provides the first example of an adsorption-induced distortion to form a supramolecular asymmetric structure, which is formed by achiral molecules adsorbed on an achiral surface. What makes this system interesting and different from other examples of adsorption-induced chirality is that the adsorbate itself undergoes asymmetric distortion due to the existence of the substrate and the adsorbate conformation is different from the molecule in solution.